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Abstract  

 

This experimental study presents the exergetic investigation of an automotive air conditioning (AAC) system with the 

refrigerant R1234yf. The air-conditioning system is based on the conventional mechanical compression refrigeration 

cycle. An internal heat exchanger (IHX) has been added to the system in order to provide performance enhancement. 

The influence of the IHX was investigated at different compressor speeds and air stream temperatures. Experimental 

measurements were controlled by using a data-acquisition system. The exergy destruction, exergy efficiency and the 

total exergy destruction per cooling capacity were calculated. The analysis results were compared with a baseline 

system which operates with the refrigerant R134a. Furthermore, an empirical correlation was proposed for the 

determination of the total exergy destruction per cooling capacity for various compressor speeds for evaluating the 

system performance. The exergetic efficiency of the system was improved by introducing IHX. Moreover, it was 

observed that the temperature rise in the air stream decreased the exergy efficiency and increased the total exergy 

destruction per cooling capacity.  
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1. Introduction 

As of today, R134a is the most widely preferred 

refrigerant in the AAC systems. It has zero ozone depletion 

potential value, however, its Global Warming Potential 

(GWP) value is relatively high as 1430 [1]. Therefore, the 

usage of R134a in the new AAC systems was constrained by 

the European Parliament mobile air conditioning (MAC) 

Directive No 40/2006 [2]. According to the European 

Commission Regulation No 517/2014, the MAC Directive 

reconsidered and the applications of R134a in MAC systems 

will be prohibited as of 2022 [3]. Thus, it became necessary 

to find an alternative refrigerant to the refrigerant R134a. 

Recent studies show that R1234yf is the most promising 

alternative refrigerant among the new low GWP refrigerants 

due to toxicity, flammability and its closer thermo-physical 

properties to R134a [4, 5]. As an advantage, R1234yf can be 

used without any modification in an AAC system designed 

for R134a [6]. However, the latent heat of vaporization for 

R1234yf is 21-28% lower than R134a at the same saturation 

temperatures [7]. That is the main reason for the cooling 

capacity and COP decreases up to 13% when R1234yf is 

alternatively used in the AAC system instead of R134a [8, 9, 

10]. On the other hand, the performance of the system 

operating with R1234yf can be improved by utilizing an IHX 

[11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The performance analysis of a system 

can be done by using the exergy method besides the energy 

conservation law. Thus, the occurring irreversibilities of 

each component and its amounts can be better determined for 

the considered system via using exergy analysis. [16, 17]. 

Devecioglu et al. [18] extensively studied the effect of the 

using plate type IHX on the liquid line of the system with 

R453a as an option to R22. It was found that the COP 

obtained with R453a is lower than that of R22, but with the 

use of the heat exchanger, a significant improvement 

occurred in the COP value. They implied that the second law 

efficiency of the system with R22 is higher than R453a. 

However, they found that with IHX, the second law 

efficiency is enhanced by 30% for R453a [18]. Ratts and 

Brown [19] found that the thermal losses of compressor are 

increased with increasing compressor speed due to reducing 

isentropic efficiency of the compressor. Besides, the charge 

amount of the refrigerant has an influence on the volumetric 

efficiency of the compressor. However, it is difficult to 

determine the exact effect of the vehicle due to fluctuations 

in those values. It can be obtained by achieving steady-state 

conditions where the aforementioned efficiencies are 

constant. Thus, the performance of the system can be 

enhanced by increasing the compressor speed. Yataganbaba 

et al. [20] developed a thermodynamic model to determine 

the exergetic performance of the vapor compression 

refrigeration system with R1234yf and R1234ze as 

alternatives to R134a. They determined that the total exergy 

destruction of the system tends to increase with increasing 

condensation temperature. Additionally, they found that the 

second law efficiency of the system with R1234ze and 

R134a is higher than that of R1234yf. Golzari et al. [21] 

developed a simulation model to determine the steady-state 

performance of an AAC system that uses R1234yf as an 

alternative to R134a by applying the second law of 

thermodynamics. As a result of their simulation, the highest 

exergy destruction occurred in the compressor and the 

exergy efficiency of the system is higher for the R1234yf in 

comparison with R134a. Suhermanto et al. [22] performed 

an exergy analysis for an AAC system using R1234yf and 

R134a by altering the air stream temperature. They observed 

that the exergy destruction increases with increasing air 
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stream temperature at the inlet of the condenser channel. On 

the other hand, the changes in exergy destruction are more 

considerable for R1234yf than R134a. In addition, they 

observed that the most substantial exergy destruction had 

occurred in the compressor and the condenser. Cho et al. [23] 

tested an AAC system to determine the performance 

parameters with IHX in the case of using R1234yf instead of 

R134a at different compressor speeds. They observed that 

without IHX, the performance parameters of the system are 

inadequate as compared to R134a; however, when the IHX 

adapted to the system, significant improvement occurred. On 

the other hand, they showed that the highest exergy 

destruction rate is calculated for the evaporator in the case of 

higher compressor speeds. For lower compressor speeds, the 

highest exergy destruction is witnessed in the compressor. 

They concluded that the total exergy destruction rate is 

higher in all experimental conditions for R1234yf, but with 

the IHX a considerable reduction is observed. On the other 

hand, the performance of a system can be predicted by using 

an empirical correlation without an experimental study. 

Pérez-García et al. [24] carried out a study in order to 

investigate a mobile air conditioning system involving an 

IHX with low GWP refrigerants namely R152a, R1234yf 

and R1234ze. The second law efficiency cycle versus IHX 

effectiveness and entropy production in IHX as a function of 

effectiveness were obtained, and It was found that the 

maximum entropy production occurs at an effectiveness of 

66% for both R152a and R134a, whereas for the cases of 

R1234yf and R1234ze occurs at 55%. Direk et al. [25] 

experimentally studied the effect of IHX for an AAC system 

with R1234yf under different compressor speeds. They 

observed that the rate of increase for cooling capacity is 

increased by employing IHX in the system under increasing 

compressor speed. Their results implied that the cooling 

capacity and COP are increased up to 7.9% and 4.1%, 

respectively. In another study of Direk and Kelesoglu [26], 

performance of an AAC system including an IHX was 

conducted based on comparing different condensation and 

evaporation temperatures of R1234yf. It was concluded that 

the use of IHX has enhanced COP and declined exergy 

destruction per cooling capacity by 4%-6% and 13%-16%, 

respectively. Qi [27] developed a new empirical correlation 

for the refrigerant pressure drop of a MAC evaporator 

employed R134a and R1234yf. They implied that data taken 

from experiment agreed well with predicted data. They 

found that deviations were 18.7% and 11.9% for R134a and 

R1234yf, respectively. Aral et al. [28] developed an 

empirical correlation to predict the performance of the AAC 

system using R134a and R1234yf. They used air stream 

temperature and the relative humidity of air at the inlet of 

evaporator and condenser as input parameters to generate the 

empirical correlation. Moreover, they conduct experiments 

to determine the accuracy of the results of empirical 

correlation. Their findings showed that the result of 

experiments and empirical correlations are quite similar with 

the mean relative error between 1.67%‒3.01%. When 

literature concerning R1234yf is examined, it is understood 

that the system performance can be improved by using IHX. 

In this study, exergy analysis of the AAC system was 

performed to determine the locations and the levels of the 

irreversibilities in order to enhance the performance of the 

system. The exergy analysis was applied with and without 

IHX at different air stream temperatures and different 

compressor speeds. Furthermore, an empirical correlation, 

which provides predicting the total exergy destruction per 

cooling capacity, was proposed to determine the 

performance of the considered AAC system. Finally, the 

results obtained with R1234yf were compared with the base 

system operating with R134a. 

 

2. Experimental Setup 

The system consists of a conventional mechanical 

compression refrigeration system with the components that 

are used in automobiles (Figure 1). These components are a 

belt-driven compressor, a parallel flow condenser, a laminar 

microchannel evaporator, a thermostatic expansion valve 

(TXV), a liquid tank, a filter and a dryer. Figure 2 shows 

schematic view of the refrigeration system and investigated 

cycles. The evaporator and the condenser were located at the 

exit cross sections of two individual air channels each of 

which has a length of 1 meter. Furthermore, a 900 mm length 

double-pipe heat exchanger (IHX) was connected to the 

evaporator and condenser outlets. In order to provide the 

desired airflow in the air channels, radial fans were installed 

at each channel. Additionally, electric heaters were used to 

provide the desired airflow temperatures in the channels. For 

this purpose, 5 kW and 2 kW resistance heaters were 

mounted at the condenser and evaporator side, respectively. 

The cross sections of the evaporator and condenser air 

channels are 0.24×0.24 m2 and 0.67×0.35 m2, respectively. 

The pipes and fittings used in the system are fully 

insulated against the external influences. The pipe diameters 

are 5/8" (15.875 mm) and 3/8" (9.525 mm) for the vapor and 

liquid lines, respectively. 

 
Figure 1. Experimental AAC system. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Schematic view of the experimental AAC system 

and related P-h diagrams. 

The characteristics of the components in the 

experimental system are given in Table 1. The refrigerant 

temperatures at various points on the system were measured 

with type K (NiCr-Ni) thermocouples and recorded into a 

computer via a data acquisition system. The volume flow rate 

of the refrigerant was measured by a turbine type flow meter 
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which was connected to the liquid line. In addition, the 

vaporization and condensation pressures of the refrigerant 

were measured by a digital manifold. Table 2 shows the 

range and uncertainty of the measuring devices. 

Table 1. Specifications of the experimental AAC system. 

Component Specification 

 Stroke volume: 138 cc 

Compressor Cylinder numbers: 7 

 Max. speed: 5000 rpm 

 Capacity: 5.34 kW 

Condenser Dimensions: 635×355×20mm3 

 No. of channels: 31 

 Capacity: 5.23 kW 

Evaporator Dimensions: 210×275×70mm3 

 No. of channels: 20 

Table 2. Characteristics of the measuring instruments. 

Variable Instrument Range 
Uncertaint

y 

Temperature K-type thermocouple 0‒ 500 [ºC] ± 0.5 

Pressure Digital manifold 0‒40 [bar] ± 0.75 

Humidity Hygrometer 10‒100 [%] ± 3 

Air Velocity Anemometer 0.1‒20 [m/s] ± 2 

Volume Flow 

Rate 
Turbine flow meter 0.2‒1.2 [m3/s] ± 1 

3. Testing Process 

The experimental AAC system was first charged with 
R134a and operated without IHX. The charge amount of 

R134a was adjusted based on the best COP value of the 

system. The refrigerant R1234yf was used to obtain the 

influence of IHX. The refrigerant R1234yf was charged to 

the system considering the liquid density at the system 

pressure with R134a as explained in Ref [13]. In the 

experiments, air was supplied with 0.501 m3/s volumetric 

flow rate to the condenser channel. The fan connected to the 

evaporator channel was operated at the maximum speeds 

with fixed 0.147 m3/s volumetric flow rate. The volumetric 

flow rates were calculated with respect to the measured air 

stream velocities at the exits and cross sections of the each 

channel. Air stream temperature at the evaporator and 

condenser channels were fixed at 27°C and 35°C with 

relative humidity values between 45- 60%. Then, the 

compressor speed was increased from 1000 to 2000 rpm with 

250 rpm speed steps. It is assumed that the system has 

reached the steady-state when the measured air stream 

temperatures vary between ± 0.5 °C. Experiments were 

continued for an additional 5 minutes to make sure that the 

steady-state processes were reached. 

4. Thermodynamic Analysis 

The mass, energy and exergy equations were developed 

for the thermodynamic analysis of the system based on the 

first and second law of thermodynamics. The reference states 

are To =298.15K and Po=1 atm. For steady state process, the 

mass balance equation can be expressed as follows: 

∑ �̇�𝑖 = ∑ �̇�𝑜 (1) 

Here, m ̇ is the mass flow rate, and the subscripts “i” and 

“o” denotes the inlet and outlet streams, respectively. When 

the other energy effects neglected, then the following 

equations can be written for steady state conditions based on 

the energy conservation law as follows: 

0 = �̇�𝐶𝑉 − �̇�𝐶𝑉 + ∑ �̇�𝑖ℎ𝑖 − ∑ �̇�𝑜ℎ𝑜 (2) 

�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 = �̇�𝑟(ℎ2 − ℎ1) (3) 

�̇�𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 = �̇�𝑟(ℎ1 − ℎ4) (4) 

𝐶𝑂𝑃 = �̇�𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝/�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 (5) 

�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = �̇�𝑟(ℎ2 − ℎ3)  (6) 

Based on the second law of thermodynamics, the specific 

flow exergy (𝑒𝑥) of the refrigerant is calculated as follows: 

𝑒𝑥 = (ℎ − ℎ0) − 𝑇0(𝑠 − 𝑠0) (7) 

where h is the specific enthalpy, s is the specific entropy, and 

the subscript zero denotes the reference state properties at P0 

and T0. 

Exergy loss is the exergy transfer to the outside of the 

system which is wasted by heat transfer to environment. 

Besides, exergy destruction is also a kind of thermodynamic 

loss that is related with the irreversibilities occurring within 
the system [29,30,31]. When the system is in a thermal 

equilibrium, then the exergy loss is zero, and the total 

inefficiencies contain solely of exergy destruction. In other 

words, the losses caused by heat transfer from the system to 

the environment are included within the exergy destruction 

[29,30,31]. The equipment of the AAC system is fully 

insulated against the external influences. The exergy 

destructions for the overall system (�̇�𝑥d,sys), compressor 

(�̇�𝑥d,comp), thermostatic expansion valve (�̇�𝑥d,TXV), 

evaporator (�̇�𝑥d,evap), condenser (�̇�𝑥d,cond), and the internal 

heat exchanger (�̇�𝑥d,IHX) may be determined for steady state 

conditions as follows: 
 

0 = ∑ �̇� (1 −
𝑇0

𝑇
) − ∑ �̇� + ∑(�̇�𝑒𝑥)𝑖−(�̇�𝑒𝑥)𝑜 − �̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑠𝑦𝑠

 (8) 

�̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 = �̇�𝑟(𝑒𝑥1 − 𝑒𝑥2) + �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝  (9) 

�̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑇𝑋𝑉 = �̇�𝑟(𝑒𝑥3 − 𝑒𝑥4) (10) 

�̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 = �̇�𝑟(𝑒𝑥1 − 𝑒𝑥4) + �̇�𝑎1(𝑒𝑥5 − 𝑒𝑥6) (11) 

�̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = �̇�𝑟(𝑒𝑥2 − 𝑒𝑥3) + �̇�𝑎2(𝑒𝑥8 − 𝑒𝑥7) (12) 

�̇�𝑥𝑑,𝐼𝐻𝑋 = �̇�𝑟(𝑒𝑥1𝑏 − 𝑒𝑥1𝑎) + �̇�𝑟(𝑒𝑥3𝑎 − 𝑒𝑥3𝑏) (13) 

�̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑡𝑜𝑡 = �̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 + �̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 + �̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑇𝑋𝑉 + �̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 +

                    +�̇�𝑥𝑑,𝐼𝐻𝑋 (14) 

The exergetic efficiency can be calculated from Eq.15 

[20]: 

𝜂𝑒𝑥 =
�̇�𝑥𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛 

�̇�𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑦
=

�̇�𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝(1−
𝑇0
𝑇𝑒

)

�̇�𝑟(ℎ2−ℎ1)
= 𝐶𝑂𝑃 (1 −

𝑇0

𝑇𝑒
) (15) 
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where Ėxgain is exergy increase in the evaporator and Ėxpay 

is the compressor power. 

�̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑅𝑒𝑙 =
�̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑐

�̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑡𝑜𝑡
100  (16) 

Here, �̇�𝑥d,c denotes the exergy destruction for each 

component. 

The empirical correlation was developed by using the 

Stoecker’s formula for the experimental data [32] The 

correlation can be expressed as Eq.17: 

�̇�𝑥𝑑,𝑡

�̇�𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝
= 𝑐1 + 𝑐2𝑇𝑒 + 𝑐3𝑇𝑐𝑜 + 𝑐4𝑅𝑃𝑀 + 𝑐5𝑇𝑒

2 + 𝑐6𝑇𝑐𝑜
2 +

𝑐7𝑅𝑃𝑀2 + 𝑐8𝑇𝑒
2𝑇𝑐𝑜 + 𝑐9𝑇𝑒

2𝑅𝑃𝑀 + 𝑐10𝑇𝑐𝑜
2𝑅𝑃𝑀 +

𝑐11𝑇𝑐𝑜
2𝑇𝑒 + 𝑐12𝑅𝑃𝑀2𝑇𝑒 + 𝑐13𝑅𝑃𝑀2𝑇𝑐𝑜 + 𝑐14𝑇𝑒

2𝑇𝑐𝑜
2𝑅𝑃𝑀

 (17) 

Here, c1 to c14 are the coefficients of the empirical 

equation, RPM is the compressor speed in rpm and Te and 

Tco are the evaporation and condensation temperature of the 

refrigerants. The empirical correlation, which provides 

predicting the total exergy destruction per cooling capacity, 

was obtained for determining the performance of the 

considered AAC system without further experiments.  

5. Results and Discussion 

The results obtained from the operation with the 

refrigerants namely; R134a, R1234yf and R1234yf+IHX is 

evaluated. The exergy destruction of each component, total 

exergy destruction per cooling capacity and the exergy 

efficiency of the system under different air stream 

temperatures and compressor speeds are discussed. 

Figure 3 demonstrates the effect of compressor speed on 

the relative exergy destruction when the air stream 

temperatures are constant at 27°C. Increasing compressor 

speed causes an increase in the mass flow rate of the 

refrigerant. Besides that, the pressure difference of the 

system increases with increasing compressor speed due to 

decreasing evaporation and increasing condensation 

pressures. Thus, the entropy generation of the compressor 

increases. Consequently, the exergy destruction of the 

compressor increases. 

Figure 3a shows the variation in relative exergy 

destruction of the system with R134a. At 1000 rpm, the 

exergy destruction of the condenser is 36% of the total 

exergy destruction, while the evaporator, compressor, and 

TXV are 31%, 28%, and 5%, respectively. The exergy 

destruction of the components increases with increasing 

compressor speed. However, the increase rate for the 

compressor is higher than that of the evaporator. Therefore, 

the exergy destruction within the compressor is higher than 

the other components when the compressor speed is higher 

than the 1250 rpm. The exergy destruction within the 

condenser gradually decreases while the compressor speeds 

increases. On the other hand, the exergy destruction of the 

TXV remains nearly constant for all compressor speeds. 

The relative exergy destruction of the AAC system 

components with R1234yf is illustrated in Figure 3b. At 

1000 rpm, the relative exergy destruction of the compressor, 

condenser, evaporator and TXV of the total exergy 

destruction are 36%, 28%, 29% and 7%, respectively. The 

exergy destruction of the condenser and TXV did not change 

significantly, while the evaporator decreased and the 

compressor increased with respect to the increasing 

compressor speed. On the other hand, the condenser and 

TXV are approximately 3% and 1% higher than that of 

R134a. This is due to the lower evaporator exergy 

destruction that occurred for the R1234yf.  

Figure 3c demonstrates the variation of relative exergy 

destruction for the components with R2134yf+IHX. At 1000 

rpm, the relative exergy destruction of the compressor, 

condenser, evaporator, TXV and IHX of the total exergy 

destruction are 38%, 8%, 37%, 12% and 6%, respectively. It 

is seen that the relative exergy destruction for the evaporator 

rapidly decreases with increasing compressor speed, while 

the TXV decreases gradually. Conversely, the relative 

exergy destruction for the condenser sharply increases due to 

increasing subcooling and superheat degree supplied from 

the IHX. Similarly, the relative exergy destruction values of 

the compressor nearly remain constant as observed for 

without IHX condition. Among all operating conditions, the 

average exergy destruction was calculated as 2.34 kW for the 

system with R134a, followed by R1234yf, with an average 

exergy destruction of 2.12 kW. Since the system became 

more stable by the addition of IHX, the minimum exergy 

destruction was obtained for R1234yf + IHX as 2.07 kW.  

Figure 4 shows the relative exergy destruction of the 

components in the system when the air stream temperatures 

are 35ºC. It is understood from the figures that the sequence 

of the components did not change while the total exergy 

destruction of the system was increased. However, the 

exergy destruction of the evaporator decreased considerably 

while the other components were increased. Moreover, the 

total exergy destruction of the system increased with 

increasing air stream temperatures caused by the increasing 

temperature difference between refrigerant and air stream in 

the evaporator and the condenser. 

Figure 5 illustrates the variation of total exergy 

destruction per cooling capacity Ėxd,tot/Q̇evap based on the 

results obtained from the empirical correlation and the 

experiments.  

The experiments demonstrated that the cooling capacity 

of the system increases with increasing compressor speed 

due to the increasing refrigerant mass flow rate and enthalpy 

difference in the evaporator. Moreover, the cooling capacity 

of R134a is higher than that of R1234yf and R1234yf+IHX. 

Additionally, the total exergy destruction increases for all 

operating conditions because of the increasing compressor 

power and irreversibilities in all components of the AAC 

system. Furthermore, it was observed that the results 

obtained from the empirical correlations are in a good 

agreement with those obtained from the experiments. For 

that reason, in all operating conditions, the deviation did not 

exceed 8.8% between the results. 

In addition, the maximum and minimum deviation was 

observed for the R1234yf+IHX and R1234yf as 8.8% and 

7.21%, respectively. Furthermore, the increase rate of the 

total exergy destruction is higher than the cooling capacity. 

Thus, the total exergy destruction per cooling capacity 

increases with increasing compressor speed. For instance, at 

1000 rpm the total exergy destruction per cooling capacity is 

6.29%, 6.38% and 5.74% for R134a, R1234yf and 

R1234yf+IHX, respectively. However, at 2000 rpm that ratio 

is 12.94%, 14.42% and 12.55%. The cooling capacity 

increases with IHX due to an increasing subcooling degree. 

Total exergy destruction per cooling capacity decreases 

when an IHX is added to the system with R1234yf. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3. Exergy destruction of each component against compressor speed at the air stream temperature 27°C for (a) R134a, 

(b) R1234yf, (c) R1234yf+IHX. 

 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4. Exergy destruction of each component against compressor speed at the air stream temperature 35°C for (a) R134a, 

(b) R1234yf, (c) R1234yf+IHX. 

 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5. Total exergy destruction per cooling capacity against compressor speed at different air stream temperatures. 

 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Exergy efficiency against compressor speed at different air stream temperatures. 
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On the other hand, that ratio increases with increasing air 

stream temperatures at the inlet of the evaporator and 

condenser, as seen in Fig. 4b. When the AAC system works 

with R1234yf, this ratio has the highest value because it has 

been relatively small cooling capacity values in comparison 

with R134a and R1234yf+IHX. As a result, R1234yf has the 

highest total exergy destruction per cooling capacity values 

for all compressor speeds. It has to be noted that the IHX 

significantly enhanced the performance of the system with 

causing smaller exergy destruction values regarding to per 

cooling capacity.  

Figure 6 represents the variation of exergy efficiency of 

the system with respect to the compressor speed.  

It is understood from the figure that the exergy efficiency 

for all conditions yields a decrease due to an increasing 

exergy destruction value with increasing compressor speed. 

Despite the fact that the R134a has the highest exergy 

destruction for all compressor speeds, it has the highest 

exergy efficiency for all experimental conditions. 

 

6.  Conclusions 

The analysis of an automotive air conditioning (AAC) 

system was carried out. For this purpose, an exergetic 

analysis was conducted to determine the place and the 

amounts of the irreversibilities and then to reduce the 

thermodynamic inefficiencies within the system. An internal 

heat exchanger was used in order to provide a performance 

enhancement to the system. The investigation of the system 

was performed by using two different refrigerants namely 

R134a and R1234yf. The influence of the IHX was 

determined with the refrigerant R1234yf at various 

compressor speeds, ranging from 1000 rpm to 2000 rpm, and 

fixed 27°C or 35°C air stream temperatures at the condenser 

and evaporator inlets. Some concluding remarks concerning 

the exergetic analysis can be made as follows.    

• The highest exergy destruction was determined with 

R134a regardless of the air stream temperatures. 

• The biggest exergy destruction occurred in the 

compressor for all operating conditions. 

• The total exergy destruction for R1234yf was 

reasonably enhanced by adapting an IHX to the system. 

• The IHX caused a considerable reduction of exergy 

destruction in the evaporator, although the opposite effect 

was observed for the condenser. 

• The biggest exergy destruction per cooling capacity was 

calculated for R134a regardless of the compressor speed and 

air stream temperature. 

• The temperature rise in the air stream caused a decrease 

in the exergetic performance. Conversely, it increased the 

total exergy destruction of the system. 

In conclusion, an experimental setup was used in order to 

investigate an alternative refrigerant to the R134a. The 

refrigerant R1234yf was selected and tested without any 

modification in the AAC system. The real performance of 

the system was achieved via using the exergy method. The 

results of this study may be used for practical analysis and 

design of similar systems. 
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Nomenclature 

AAC Automobile air conditioning 

C Constant 

COP Coefficient of performance 

�̇�𝑥 Exergy destruction, kW 

𝑒𝑥 Flow specific exergy, kJ/kg 

GWP Global warming potential 

h Specific enthalpy, kJ/kg 

IHX Internal heat exchanger 

�̇� Mass flow rate, kg/s 

MAC Mobile air conditioning 

�̇� Heat transfer rate, kW 

s Specific entropy, kJ/kg.K 

T Temperature, K 

TXV Thermostatic expansion valve 

�̇� Work, kW 

 

Greek Letters 

η Efficiency 

 

Subscripts 

c Component 

co Condensation 

comp Compressor 

cond Condenser 

CV Control volume 

d Destruction 

e Evaporation 

evap Evaporator 

ex Exergy 

g Gain 

i Inlet 

o Outlet 
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rel Relative 

t Total 
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